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About This Game

Cube Runner is a 3d action platformer that's simple to learn, exciting to play, and deep enough to challenge even the greatest
gamers.

This fast paced game is soul crushing, but compelling and addictive. Enjoy the blistering speed and brutal physicality, hurtle
forward and master the moves. In Cube Runner, reflexes and timing are the key.

Prepare for impossible challenges and push your skills to the limit. Dodge the obstacles, destroy them and advance through the
game.

Resist the gravity, switch dimensions in the right moment and survive as long as you can.

Why choose Cube Runner?
- Fast-paced and simple core gameplay

- Variety of levels
- Competitive, challenging and exciting

- Perfectly balanced and fun to play with friends
- Achievements and rewards
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Title: Cube Runner
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Later

Processor: 1.5GHZ +

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 430 MB available space

English
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This is an perfect example of a game that just shouldn't be on Steam.
It's the same free FPS package you see in most mobile fps games, like Bullet Party, or any of its many, many, copies.
It's completely dead, playerbase wise. There are broken animations. The game is just the same stupid FPS package with no
changes, besides some poorly created maps, and a horrible crosshair. As well as horrible voice acting.. "I'M SNIPER." And
disgusting textures. Kill me.

. Fun, frustrating, clever game.

Nimbus sorta plays like a combination of Super Meat Boy, Sonic, and that paper airplane game for your calculator. There are
parts where you have to dodge and weave through fields of spikes and projectiles. There are also parts where you have to puzzle
your way though mazes, trying to build up enough momentum to get to that just out of reach spot. Expect a lot of aha moments
and a lot of times where you want to punch your computer out of frustration.

I would recommend this game if you can take a game that doesn't pull any punches.. The first game ever that deserves the f2p
title because u can get everything just by farming and being patient + unlimited fun u will never get bored theres always
something to do. While I'll admit I've only played a couple of sessions so far, I really like the devs take on the Minesweeper
Roguelite gameplay. Yes, this has already be done with Dungelot and Runestone Keeper, to name a couple, but 1 subtle
difference that is huge to me is that this game DOES NOT have the meta game grinding. When playing a cool highscore chaser,
having a character that, over multiple play sessions, gets persistently more powerful with each run really distorts stuff. I really
like that while this game has unlockable classes, each class will have consistent starting conditions so, if competing with friends
it won't simply be a matter of whomever has built up their character the most will have a huge advantage.. so iv just played it
and i think its pritty good. but the only prob was that its so lagy and i dont know how to choose custom bug as a charicter but
other than that its a good game hope someone gets this bye. Updated:

This game isn't getting updated, they've released another game that also happens to be crap after this one came out. The game
is♥♥♥♥♥♥ the UI is♥♥♥♥♥♥ it was made with hardly any effort in Unity.

Buy anything else.

Though, it does have Steam cards. If you can get the game free, that's worth the effort.. The logo looks like a pink sperm...

I love it ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Harvest Moon Eroge, good idea bad excusion.
FIrst update delete all save. If you have make a lots of money without being naughty girls,
then you can kiss your time a goodbye.
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On one hand, it's actually pretty fun, with surprisingly good graphics and music. On the other hand, the upgrade system is
awkward, progression is slow and linear, and nothing says professional quite like a Unity Personal splash screen.

It's $3 and it's Polandball*. Go for it.

*I'm not sure who, if anyone, owns the rights to this, so if you want this game I'd get it while you still can.. Bought to support the
devs, this game is so fun and definitely want this game to grow! Already has grown so much, keep up the awesome work!. This
DLC is currently broken, new players are unable to start a new game.. It pains me to mark this as not recommended, but we
have to be honest and look at the current state no matter our hopes or the hard effort \/ good intentions of some of the devs as it
may be.
The game is in sort of an unfinished state..... The initial release was ok while lacking a lot of depth and content.... then the
overhaul came (which was much anticipated i might add) for a bunch of much needed stuff... thing is.... it was unfinished and
quite broken.... so, to sum up, the current state of the game is broken..... might have game breaking bugs and completely broken
quest lines left up to chance, among other issues.
Most of us still hold hope and trust in the ideals the dev team had, wishing this game will see completion at some point..... but it
is been quite a while without updates and we have to base this on the current state nonetheless.... so even if it stings a bit, i
wouldn't recommend buying this as it is..... AT ALL.

Will edit if its updated. its crap it crashes 90% of the time. This character is overall an OK charcter. To me, his passives don't
offer much (other than being a troll and sending an overpowered spirit to your friend) and the biggest nail in the coffin is the
fact that he can only use the runesword as a weapon. These single charcters that don't come with any expansions are worth 1
dollar and im happy with that seeing as there not TO great and I wouldn't want to pay any more.. I liked that there were Cthulhu
references, but I liked the first episode better, even though it was shorter...

The seconds installment is quite buggy (animations mainly) and a little bit too repetetive.

Still a good game, 6 out of 10.. On surface level the concept seems very interesting. For once, instead of killing monsters and
shooting people, you get to grow a flower and spread new life! With multiple different flowers and an upgrade system you're
bound to have many hours of fun here, right?

Well, sadly no. There doesn't seem to be any way to really strategize the growing of your flowers, since there's actually only one
right way to grow all the flowers, which there are four visually different ones, but which play identically. Reach for the Sun
really feels like a simple flash game made as a proof-of-concept or something similar. Play time is somewhere under an hour
after which you have gained everything and done everything.

A shame really. With extended gameplay and more interesting mechanics the game could potentially be a unique little flower,
but currently it is just over-priced run-of-the-mill flash game you could find on any website.

一个小更新！:
1，修复了一些错误的翻译！
2，简化了一些过于恼人的关卡！
3，添加了关闭背景音乐的按钮！ . The HARDEST BrickBreaker A Small Update!:
1, Fixed some wrong translation!
2, Simplified some overly annoying levels!
3, Now you can turn off the music with the button!
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